
Cosmic-Ray Indirect (CRI): 329 Contributions: 111 talks + 218 posters + 5 highlights 
Cosmic-Ray Direct (CRD): 96 Contributions: 55 talks + 38 posters + 3 highlights

Cosmic Ray Sessions
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Auger & TA observatoires
Auger
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⇒ with Auger data: global 
spectra+composition fit

Update of the VHE to 
UHE CR spectrum. 

⇒ Seems all consistent 
within the systematics, 
except at UHE

Energy spectrum
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* Start to converge on the composition at 
UHE. We are waiting for the Auger Prime 
upgrade results (add scintillator + radio + 
better electronics) to have a better electron/
muon separation.


* Very nice progress of the radio telescope 
array in the last few years with almost 
competitive results

Composition
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* No source identified yet. 
* Some hints: auger 

starburst galaxies, 
TA&Auger hotspots…

Sources ?
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Global multi-messenger picture
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What next ?

+

Mini-EUSO telescope has been launched 
on August 22 at 3:38 UTC from the 
Baikonur cosmodrome and docked to 
ISS on August 27. 
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Direct CR detection

AMS-02 Installed 
on ISS on 

19052011 (11 yrs 
of continuous 

data) collecting 
~142 billion events

DAMPE satellite 
launched on 17122015 
collecting ~6.6 billion 

events

CALET installed on 
ISS on 13102015 

collecting ~1.8 billion 
events 

(     )
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Primary CRs: p / He spectrum

* p/He ratio is not constant
* As both p & He are primary CRs, it is 

assumed that p/He flux should be 
asymptotically rigidity independent.

* Confirmation of the deviation from a 
single power-law in both species at 
roughly 200 GV

⟹ May be caused by change of multiple 
distant sources regime to dominant local 
sources.
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* Confirmation of spectral hardening at ~400 
GeV

* Softening at 10 TeV
* Universal hardening observed in heavier nuclei 

suggests a propagation effects ⇔ Is this picture 
consistent with the spectral behavior in the TeV 
region?

Primary CRs: p spectrum at HE

* Similar behavior for He spectrum
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Secondary CRs: LiBeB & isotopes spectrum

* Important measurements to 
constrain the CR transport in the 
galaxy.


* Different hardening for He/C/O 
than Li/Be/B


* Secondary/primary ratios harden 
at 192 GV. The flux hardening 
seems to be a universal 
propagation effect. 
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Secondary CRs: antiproton spectrum

Using published AMS results for CR fluxes (p, He, C, O) and CR ratio (B/C) for the propagation 
constrains and the USINE code for CR transport in the galaxy, AMS-02 data are consistent with 
‘standard’ secondary antiprotons.
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Electron / positron spectrum

* Positron spectrum fitted with 2 components: a 
LE from CR interactions and a HE from new 
sources (pulsars? Dark matter? )

* Electron flux suppression seen by ground exps 
at E > 1 TeV
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Time-dependent CR fluxes with AMS-02

SEP event in 
07/03/2012
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Summary

Classical questions still drive the evolution of the field. More data we have, more 
specificities we found in their properties (energy spectrum, composition, anisotropies) 
and more and more difficult is the interpretation.

Which classes of sources contribute to the CR flux in different energy ranges?
Are CR nuclei and electrons accelerated by the same sources?
Which sources are capable of reaching the highest particle energies?
Which are the relevant processes responsible for CR confinement in the Galaxy?
Where is the transition between Galactic and extra-Galactic CRs?
What is the origin of the difference between the chemical composition of CRs and the solar one?

With recent data, more questions arise:

What is the origin of the hardening observed in the spectra of CR nuclei at a rigidity of 300 GV?
Why is the slope of the spectrum of CR proton and helium different?
What is the origin of the prominent break observed at a particle energy of 1 TeV in the electron spectrum?
Why do the proton, positron, and antiproton spectra have roughly the same slope at particle energies larger 
than 10 GeV?
What is the origin of the small scale anisotropies ?
…


